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On a Coding Theorem Connected with R6nyi's Entropy 
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Faculty of Mathematics, Delhi University, Delhi-7, India 
A new measure L(a), called average code length of order % has been defined 
and its relationship with R6nyi's entropy has been discussed. Using L(c~), 
a coding theorem for discrete noiseless channels has been proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let 
An ~ t(PI,P2 .... ,Pn):P~ ~ 0, ~ Pk = lt ,  n= 2 ,3 ,4  .... 
k=l ) 
denote the set of all n-components complete discrete probability distributions. 
For any probability distribution (P l ,  P2 ..... p~) = P E A~, Shannon (1948) 
defined entropy HI (P  ) as 
Hdp ) = -- ~ p~logp~. (1) 
Throughout this paper, logarithms will be taken with respect to the base 
D > 1. I f  (qa, q2 ..... q.) ~- Q E A~ is another probability distribution, it is 
well-known that 
- -  ~ p~ logp,~ ~-  ~ p,~log q~ (2) 
k=l  k=l 
with = if and only if p~ = q~ for all k ---- 1 to n. The inequality (2) may be 
alternatively written in the form 
where 
Ha(P) ~ HI(P 11Q), (3) 
HI(P II 9 )  = --  ~ P~ log q,~ 
k=l 
denotes Kerridge's (1961) inaccuracy. 
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Recently, Nath (1970) has defined inaccuracy of order ~ as 
H~(P ]/Q) = (1 - cz) -1 log p,~q;-~ , ~ > 0, ~ v ~ 1. (5) 
I f  P = Q, then (5) reduces to R6nyi's (1961) entropy 
H~(P) = (1 --  ~)-~ log P2 , ~ > O, ~ v a 1. (6) 
Moreover, 
lira H (P If 9)  = H (P I! Q), lira Ha(P) = 
The importance of (2) in coding theory is well-known. The object of this 
paper is to study a generalization of (2) and then establish a coding theorem 
connected with R6nyi's entropy. The inequality (2) is commonly known as 
Shannon's inequality. 
A GENERALIZATION OF SHANNON'S INEQUALITY 
In (3), if we replace HI(P ) by Ha(P ) and HI(P [I Q) by Ha(P II Q), we get the 
inequality 
Ha(P ) <~ H~(P I[ Q)- (7) 
Let us ask the following question: Does (7) hold for all ~ > 0 ? The answer is 
in the negative. For example, if we choose P = (½, ½), Q =- (~, ~), c~ = 3, 
D = 2, then actual computation gives Hz(P)= 1 bit, Hz(P]IQ) = 
½ log ~6 < 1, so that (7) no longer holds for a = 3. Hence, it is desirable to 
find a function K~(P, Q) such that 
H~(P) <~ K~(P, Q) (8) 
with = if and only if p~ = q~ for all k -~ 1 to n. We prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let (px , p2 .... , pn) = p ~ A , (ql , q2 ,..., q,~) = Q E A~ , n >/ 2, 
and R~(P, Q) = (ra(~), r~(a),..., rn(a)), where 
p k~ q1-~ 
z..,j=lZ" j ~ j  
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then  
Ha(P) <. H~(R~(P, Q)11Q), ~ > 0, (9) 
with = if and only if p~ = qkfor all k = 1 to n. 
Proof. For a -= 1, (9) reduces to (2). Hence, we give the proof only for 
a > 0, a :/: 1. It is easily seen that for all a > 0, the probability distributions 
R~(P, Q) are complete and belong to A, .  Simple computation gives 
H~,(R~(P, Q)II Q) = H~(P) + I~(P [l Q), (10) 
where 
a 1--a I~(PHQ)=(c~- l ) - l l og  p~q~ , a>0,  a=/=l, (11) 
= 
denotes R6nyi's (1961) relative information of order a. Since I~(P 1] Q) >/0 
and Io~(P ]IQ) = 0 if and only if p~ qk for all k, the inequality (9) follows 
immediately from (10) and (11). 
From (9), it follows that 
//~(P) = inf H~(R~(P, Q) [I Q). (12) 
QeAn 
Recently, Suguro Arimoto (1970) has defined Shannon's entropy as 
HI(P ) = inf HI(P [I Q). (13) 
~ez l  n 
Obviously (12) is a generalization f (13). It further shows that the definition 
of entropy proposed by Sugure Arimoto can be extended to define R6nyi's 
entropy in a similar way. 
Now we explain the utility of (2) and (9). Let there be an ensemble of 
messages x 1 , xe ,..., x~ with probability of xe being iok > 0, ~]~=lPe = 1. 
Suppose that the above messages are encoded in a uniquely decipherable way 
by using letters from an alphabet _4 ~ [al, a2 ,..., aD], called the code 
alphabet. If the length of the code word assigned to message xk is Ne, then 
McMillan's (1956) inequality 
D -Nk ~< 1 (14) 
4=1 
holds. Also, the traditional average length 
[~ : ~, p~N~ (15) 
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satisfies the inequality 
with = if and only if 
L >~ Ha(P) (16) 
p~ = D -N~, h = 1, 2, 3,..., n. (17) 
Recently, Campbell (1965) has defined the average code length of order t as 
Lt = t -1 log 
and proved that if
then 
with = if and only if 
-1  ~< t <~ o% (18) 
= 1/(1 + t), (19) 
L, >/H~(P), (20) 
Nk = - -a  logp~ @ log pj~ . (21) 
Obviously, in (20), the order of the length and that of Rfnyi's entropy are 
not the same. Moreover, the conditions for equality in (16) and (20) are 
entirely different. 
An obvious way of making the orders of entropy and that of length in (20) 
is to modify the definition (18) of average code length. For example, if we 
define 
l(a) = L(~_~)/~, 
then (20) reduces to the inequality l(c~) >/H~(P).  But such a modification 
does not reduce (21) to (17). Thus, we are led to the following question: 
How should we define L(o~), the average code length of order ~, such that an 
inequality of the form 
L(o 0 >/H.(P) (22) 
holds with = if and only if the pk's are of the form (17) ? To answer this 
question, the inequlity (9) proves useful. 
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A MEASURE OF CODE LENGTH 
Let ti denote the cost of transmitting the letter ai of the code alphabet A. 
If h = 1, i = 1, 2, 3,..., D, then the average cost of transmission per message 
is nothing but L given by (15). Let us define the average code length 
~(.P, (.Nz~),f, 9) .=- 9-1(. ZLlf(pk) 9(NTc) 
Z~=l f (h )  ' 
(23) 
where f is a nonconstant positive-vahed, continuous function defined on 
(0, 1), 9 is a strictly monotonically increasing and continuous real-valued 
function defined on [1, oo), and 9 -1 denotes the inverse function of 9. From 
(23), it is clear that we are defining average code length as a most general 
quasilinear mean-value rather than ordinary average. 
An intuitive requirement which any measure of average code length should 
satisfy is that it should be translative for all positive integers m ~ N+, where N + 
denotes the set of all positive integers. In other words, if the length of each 
code word is increased by a positive integer m ~ N + by attaching, to the right, 
sequences of length m constructed by using letters of the code alphabet A, 
then the average code length must increase by m. Thus, we get the functional 
equation 
~)_l[2~=if(pl~)9(Nl;~ ~"kn=l f p ) +m))= V, (~.z~=.f(p~) cP(N~) ) ~ ~ - 9- m, m E N +. (24) 
Equation (24) is known as translativity equation. Following J. Acz61 (1974), 
the following theorem can be proved easily. 
THEOREM 1. 
code length which are translative for all positive integers 
~(P, (N~), f, 91) and ~qo(p, (N~), f, 9~), where 
9t(x) = bx + a, b > 0, 
9~(x) = bD (~-1)~ + a, 
and 
ZLI/(p,~) N,~ 
~(P,  (N~),fi  91) = Z~=~f(Pk) ' 
~(P ,  (N~),f, 9~,) : (a -- 1) -1 log (-Y~,~=lf(P~) D('~<)~vk 1 
~2~=lf(P~) ! ' \ 
The only quasilinear measures £f(P, (Ne), f ,  9) of average 
m ~ N + are 
D>I ,  (o~-- 1) b > 0, 
(25) 
(26) 
v~ 1. (27) 
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Now, our object is to connect f (P ,  (NT~},f, %) with R6nyi's entropy. Let us 
write (27) in the form 
S(P ,  (N~), f, io=) 
= (c~ --  1) -1 log Pk) D(~-I)N~ "+- (1 --  ~)-~ log p,~ , 
# 1. (28) 
We restrict to c~ > 0 and choose f in such a way that the last term on the 
RHS in (28) becomes Rfinyi's entropy i.e., 
(1 - -  o~) -1 log  f(p,) = (1 - -  o~) -~ log p~ , c~ > O, c~ =/= 1. (29)  
"= \1c=1 / 
Equation (29) gives rise to the functional equation 
/ (p~)  = ~ p, : ,  = > o, ~ > 1, n = 2, 3 . . . . .  (30) 
The only nonconstant continuous solutions of (30) are of the form 
f (p )  = p=, ~ > 0, a ::/: 1. (31) 
Hence, 5~(P, (Nk}, f, I%) = L(a) where 
L(~) = (~ - -  1)-1 log [~  ~, =D(~-~)~/~ " .~ /z_ . rk  /~r~/ ,  a>O,  c~ 1. (32) 
\1c=1 --k=l / 
It  can be easily seen that lim~+lL(~ ) = £ so that we may look upon/7 as the 
average code length of order one. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN L(a) AND /4-= 
We prove the following theorem. 
T~:OREM 2. Let there be a discrete memoryless ource emitting the messages 
x 1 , x~ .... , x,~ with positive probabilities Pl ,P~ , . . . ,P, ,  ~=lPk  = 1. I f  the 
messages are encoded in a uniquely decipherable way and N~ denotes the length 
of the code word assigned to the message x~ , then (22) holds with = i f  and only if  
pk' s are of the form (17). Moreover, 
H~,(P) ~ L(o 0 <2 H~,(P) q- 1, a > O. (33) 
Pro@ For a ----- 1, the inequality (22) reduces to (16) which is well-known 
(Reza, 1961). Hence, we prove (22) only for a > 0, ~ @ 1. 
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The inequality (9) is valid for aIl P E Zl~, Q E A~. In particular, if we 
choose 
D-N,~ 
qk = Z~=I D_N;  , h = 1, 2, 3,... ,  n, 
then (22) follows from (9), (14), and (32) with equality if and only if (17) 
holds. From (17), it is clear that the lengths of the code words satisfy the 
well-known inequality 
log~ ~<Nk< log~+ 1. (34) 
For ~ = 1, the inequality (33) is again well-known (Reza, 1961). We give 
the proof of (33) for ~ > 1, the proof for 0 < ~ < 1 follows on similar lines. 
From (34), it follows that 
1 -_~ e~ < (35) 
n c¢ When we multiply (35) by Pk ,  sum w.r.t, k, divide by ~=lP~ and take 
logarithms, (33) follows immediately, 
A. CODING THEOREM 
Now we prove the coding theorem for noiseless channels with independent 
input symbols. Let S M denote the Mth order extension of a discrete memory- 
less source S which emits the symbols xa , x 2 ..... x n with positive probabilities 
q~ 
Pl , P2 ,..., Pn, ~=1P~ = 1. Then, S u is also a discrete memoryless source 
which emits M-tuples of the form s = (a 1 , a 2 .... , aM), where 
a 1 .~- xq  ,..., a M = XiM. 
Since the symbols are emitted independently, 
P(s )  = P (a l )  P(a2) "" P (au)  = PqPi~ "" PiM . 
If N(s )  denotes the length of the code word assigned to 2]//-tuple s and LM(a)  
denotes the average code length, then 
log(~ P~(s)D(~-I)N(s)/~P~(s)), O, v a 1, LM(a)  = (a - -  1) -1 a > 
S 
= ~ P(s)  N(s ) ,  c~ --= 1. 
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Let ~ > 0, ~ =/= 1. Since R~nyi's entropy is finitely additive, by using (33) 
we get 
H~(P) <~ LM(a)/M < Ha(P) -t- l /M,  c~ > O, ~ ~ 1. 
Obviously, 
lim LM(a)/M = Ha(P). 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let there be a discrete memoryless ource emitting independent 
input symbols xl , x2 ,... , x n governed by the distribution (pl , P2 .... , P,n) = P ~ As.  
By suitably encoding in a uniquely decipherable way sufficiently long M-sequences 
of input symbols, it is possible to make L~4(c~)/M, the average code length of order 
a per input symbol, as closely to Ha(P ) as desired. It  is not possible to find a 
uniquely decipherable code whose average code length L(c~) of order a is less than 
R6nyi' s entropy of order c~. 
We remark that the last part of the above theorem needs no explanation as 
it is obvious from Theorem 2. 
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